
TREATMENT &
PRICE LIST

Eyebrows

Whether you want a subtle brow lift to open your eye area, to replace hairs in missing patches or sparse brows or 
if you want bold celebrity WOW brow I can create beautiful symmetrical bespoke brows.

Colour Boost Colour Boost
(upto 12mths) (12 – 24 mnths)

Simulated natural hair strokes £275 £225 £250
Powdered brow effect £295 £250 £275
Powdered effect with hairstrokes £395 £350 £375

Colour Boost

After your initial procedure you will have a  FREE 'top up' 6 weeks later.  Permanent Makeup  lasts usually 
between 9 – 24 mnths depending on the individual. If you want to have the colour refreshed before the 24 months 
you can have a colour boost to keep the definition and colour fresh. You  can choose to have your colour boost  
upto 12 months or between 12 – 24 months.  After 24 months your will need your  Permanent Makeup redone 
fully.

 Lash line enhancement

Lash line enhancement gives more definition to your lash line implanting microdots in between  your lashes so 
creating the appearance of thicker lashes.  Very subtle and ultra pretty.

Colour Boost Colour Boost
(upto 12mths) (12 – 24 mnths)

Lash line enhancement (upper) £195 £150  £175   
Lash line enhancement (lower) £195 £150 £175
Lash line enhancement (both) £295 £250 £275

Eye Liner

Permanent eyeliner is the ultimate  way to wake up to beautiful, perfectly placed eye defining eye liner, 100% 
smudge proof, natural but noticeable .

Colour Boost      Colour boost
(upto 12 mnths) (12 – 24 mnths)

Thin Line (upper) £225  £175 £195
Medium Line (upper) £275 £225 £250
Thick Line (upper) £325 £275 £295
Lower Line £225 £175 £195

Lips

Replace naturally redeeding lip colour with newly defined, perfect shape, increasing volume for the perfect pout.  
Add colour or just define and contour your lips with your natural lip colour.  This procedure can add the perfect 
lasting lip liner or a softer lip blush which blends the lip liner in for a more natural look.

Colour Boost Colour Boost
(upto 12mths) (12 – 24 mths)

Lip contouring Liner £295 £250 £275
Lip contour and blush £495 £450 £475

Correction work



If you have experienced sub-standard work else where it may be possible to correct it.  Usually this will take 
numerous sessions dependant on how much correction is required..  In some cases laser treatment maybe 
required. In a case where I am unable to correct I will refer you to an  excellent laser clinc. This applies to all  
procedures.

Price for correction on will be discussed dependant on work that is 
required.

I look forward to meeting you at your FREE consultaion.

Gemma. x


